2016/17 AWB Spring Starter: Estimated Pool Return update – 24 February 2017
Program Update
Today is a significant day for the Spring Starter pool with AWB making the first distribution payment to participants in the pool.
While I recognise that not all participants will be receiving the distribution having opted for a different payment option, it’s a
time when we need to be very clear on the valuation of the pool.
After assessing current Estimated Returns, we are pleased to confirm that we are leaving returns unchanged today.




Weighted Average Original EPR: $219.26
Weighted Average Current Cash Value today: $216.25
Weighted Average Current EPR: $220.99 (net of all costs)

This year in most parts of the country we experienced a very drawn out and challenging harvest with many areas being slowed
by moist weather conditions. Thankfully for most areas, this did not lead to extensive crop damage. The benign weather of
2016 has however likely resulted in a record size crop, with a record percentage of lower protein wheat. This has been reflected
in the deliveries received into the pool.
While Australian wheat values collapsed between June and August last year, they were then relatively flat leading into harvest.
During November with harvest commencing, it became clear that our crop was going to at minimum meet expectations bought
with it new wave of downward pressure, with most pressure coming into lower quality wheat prices through the harvest
window. The good news is that once the normal/expected harvest selling pressure eased off we have seen many of these lower
quality wheat prices return to more respectable levels.
We will be providing your next update in March.

___________________________________________________________________________
Pricing Mandate Update
AWB is committed to transparency and to demonstrate this, we provide a regularly updated pricing position. This exceeds the
level of transparency recommended by the Australian Grain Industry Code of Practice, Operating Standard for Grain Pool
Providers. The pricing mandate shows the parameters our trading team operate in when making pricing and hedging decisions.

For more information contact your local AWB representative or call 1800 447 246
DISCLAIMER: There may be tax consequences for you in connection with the Products. This may include tax being payable on any scheduled payments made to you. The tax treatment and
the year in which payments may be included in your income may vary depending on your specific circumstances. The information presented in relation to the Products does not constitute
tax advice to you. It is very important that you seek professional financial and tax advice in relation to your particular circumstances.
The AWB SPRING STARTER is an initiative of AWB Harvest Finance Pools Pty Ltd atf 2016/17 AWB Pools Trust ABN 23 179 735 262 (‘AWB’, ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘our’). SPRING STARTER is a
committed sub-pool within the 2016/17 AWB Pools Trust. This webpage contains general information about SPRING STARTER and is not intended to be a complete summary of any
applicable terms and conditions. Nothing in this document is intended to constitute financial, investment, tax, legal or any other form of advice, recommendation or a representation that
any transaction, or otherwise is suitable or appropriate for you. Past performance is not an indication of future performance and this information should be relied on as a representation
as to future matters. SPRING STARTER includes the opportunity to apply for the Production Advance program but, acceptance into the SPRING STARTER does not automatically entitle you
to receive the Production Advance. AWB may in its absolute discretion determine to approve or reject a Production Advance application. Further details including terms and conditions are
available by phoning 1800 447 246 or visiting www.awb.com.au. The statements contained in this document are accurate as at the date of publication unless otherwise stated and remain
subject to change without notice.
® The AWB name and logo are registered trademarks of Cargill Australia Limited ACN 004 684 173. All rights reserved.

